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abstract: The results of this study illustrate that one-shot training sessions are effective in aiding 
librarians in academic libraries to engage with fair use. This study used testing both before and 
after an expert-led three-hour training session on fair use for academic librarians to measure 
their confidence and comprehension. The results, though limited in scope, provide encouraging 
evidence that appropriate training, even for a limited time, can help library professionals improve 
their knowledge of fair use.1 The level of confidence and comprehension rose after the academic 
librarian participants were provided with the three-hour fair use training. The survey results 
collected two weeks after the training demonstrated that some librarians had an opportunity to use 
the skills learned in the training in their daily work. Because fair use is frequent in the everyday 
experience of academic librarians, additional training for librarians through their employment 
is recommended. Although it would be ideal to have an expert lead such training, a ready-made 
curriculum would also be a useful tool for academic libraries wishing to engage in educational 
practices with copyright.
Introduction
L ibrarians often enter practice without extensive training on copyright and fair use.2 This omission is significant because, in a modern library, librarians frequently face fair use questions. Such questions come not only from patrons, for whom 
librarians can provide access to legal information but not legal advice, but also from 
other areas of a librarian’s daily work. On any given day, a librarian might need to make 
fair use assessments to create a library display, poster, or bookmark. That same librarian 
might encounter questions about fair use when using images in an online library guide 
or when engaging in digital scholarship initiatives and other projects with scholars on 
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campus. All these scenarios involve questions of fair use, and only the one involving 
direct patron involvement prohibits the librarian from making a fair use determination 
due to the librarian’s status as an information gatherer and not a lawyer. Nonetheless, 
a librarian’s competency in fair use can assist the librarian in helping a patron to under-
stand and evaluate fair use on his or her own. 
To fill this need, libraries can implement successful fair use training sessions for 
their own employees and effectively address fair use issues both within the library itself 
and those posed by library patrons. Some training programs, including Copyright First 
Responders, have already been developed to help librarians tackle fair use and other 
copyright issues. This study was developed to test whether a complicated legal subject 
such as fair use could be adequately covered in a short, one-shot workshop to improve 
librarians’ comprehension and confidence. This study, grounded in information literacy 
and assessment literature, will add to the discipline of library and information science 
(LIS) by analyzing how effectively a one-shot fair use training session can increase 
confidence and comprehension levels of librarians. Though limited in scope, this study 
provides evidence of a correlation between a librarian’s participation in a three-hour 
training session and the librarian’s confidence and comprehension levels post-training. 
The results, therefore, are encouraging and may lead to further development and imple-
mentation of training programs regarding fair use and other copyright issues in libraries.
Fair Use and Academic Libraries
In an age when copyright is pervasive in the everyday life of librarians, it is important 
to assess whether fair use training is effective when provided to academic librarians and 
graduate assistants providing reference services. Adequate training would allow them 
to conduct their day-to-day operations with more confidence and comprehension. Fair 
use is delineated in Section 107 of the Copyright Act of 1976. In the statute, Congress 
noted that four factors must be considered to determine whether fair use applies: “(1) 
the purpose and character of the use . . . ; (2) the nature of the copyrighted work; (3) the 
amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a 
whole; and (4) the effect of the use on the potential market for or value of the copyrighted 
work.”3 Additionally, the Supreme Court of the United States stated that fair use also 
encompasses transformative uses of works. In Campbell v. Acuff Rose Music, Inc.,4 the Su-
preme Court explained that a transformative work is a new work that “adds something 
new, with a further purpose or different character, altering the first with new expression, 
meaning, or message.”5 Since the Campbell case in 1994, transformative fair use cases 
have proliferated, and court discussions have added to our collective understanding of 
how a transformative work impacts the four-factor test. The Supreme Court’s guidance, 
explaining that the more transformative a work is, the less the commercial aspect of the 
work will weigh against fair use6 has been supported by cases like that of Google Books.7 
Transformative fair use has also been extended to instances other than parody where 
the author of the new work “adds something new” to the original work, but without 
commenting on the original work in any obvious way.8
Fair use, even among judges,9 is often viewed as difficult, fluctuating, and a trouble-
some area of the law despite its codification in Section 107 of the Copyright Act.10 The 
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challenges surrounding fair use may cause some librarians to avoid the subject alto-
gether.11 In a 2017 study in the United Kingdom investigating the phenomenological re-
sponses to copyright inquiries in libraries,12 one librarian responded, “For non-copyright 
queries the answer is yes or no . . . For copyright queries the actual answer is maybe, 
maybe—and that is why it is different—you can’t give them the answer they want.”13 
This response indicates both the complexity of the copyright questions librarians face as 
well as the frustration that many librarians, including copyright librarians, struggle with 
when walking the line between providing 
copyright information, which is appropriate, 
and copyright legal advice, which is not.14 
Academic librarians engage with fair 
use frequently in their own work when 
creating a library exhibit, drafting an online 
library guide, or presenting a slide show or 
poster at a conference. Academic librarians 
also engage, as copyright librarians do, by 
providing information about fair use, as 
well as directing patrons to appropriate 
resources, such as copyright checklists. As with any reference interview, an academic 
librarian’s strong knowledge of the subject matter will yield more helpful results to the 
patron. Thus, a librarian trained in fair use will provide better service to patrons.
Literature Review
The most relevant articles to date regarding librarian training on copyright are limited to 
a national survey aimed at discovering whether librarians received copyright training15 
and a national self-assessment report (born from an international survey) from librar-
ians regarding copyright knowledge.16 No one has assessed whether training (in some 
capacity) can increase the confidence of librarians in answering user questions about 
copyright law. The self-assessment survey noted that the respondents preferred “face-
to-face, in person, and hands-on opportunities such as workshops,”17 which is how the 
training in this study is designed. 
The study on copyright law and training closest to the one at hand was published in 
2011 by Nancy Sims as part of an Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) 
Conference.18 The study surveyed a sample of 73 University of Minnesota faculty, 
instructors, researchers, and librarian employees. Sims sought to test the knowledge 
of university employees regarding copyright and fair use.19 She included measures 
of self-reported history, knowledge, and training, as well a self-assessed measure of 
general copyright knowledge.20 To measure fair use knowledge, Sims used three situ-
ational questions. Participants were provided with a scenario involving either a textual 
quotation, an image used in a conference slide or poster, or a course resource (e-reserve) 
posting,21 and were asked to select one or more of 10 possible considerations that they 
deemed relevant to the analysis.22 
Analyzing the responses, Sims found that “on all three of the fair use questions, 
respondents managed to identify less than half of the considerations directly related to 
Academic librarians engage with 
fair use frequently in their own 
work when creating a library 
exhibit, drafting an online library 
guide, or presenting a slide show 
or poster at a conference.
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the statutory fair use factors.” She added, “Most of the time, library employees slightly 
outperformed faculty, catching more correct considerations, missing fewer of them.”23 
She also noted that library employees outperformed faculty members in the “transfor-
mative use” factors of fair use as well but that “less than half [of] library employees 
were familiar with the criticism/commentary considerations of transformative use.”24 
Sims’s study was the first of its kind to substantially measure librarian fair use 
knowledge. The current study builds on that work by measuring not only the fair use 
knowledge of librarians but also their comprehension after a short, expert-provided 
training session on the subject. The qualitative nature of the pretest and posttest results 
adds an additional measure of reliability to the results because the participants were 
asked to write out their answers to the fair use sce-
nario, rather than to check a list of possible options. 
The current study measures the impact of one-
shot training on fair use. Measuring the impact of 
this kind of training is essential due to the findings 
of a 2015 national survey of librarians which found 
that 80 percent of the respondents “received no 
copyright/IP-specific, on-the-job training when 
they started working in libraries.”25 The same study indicated that such training is 
in demand because LIS programs do not prepare librarians for their encounters with 
copyright law in the workplace.26
The legal community often describes fair use as so complicated that it lacks any 
definition.27 And, due to the complex nature of the topic, law schools often teach fair 
use over the course of many class sessions. Many law professors use three class sessions 
(along with reading assignments) to adequately discuss the concept.28 
However, a lack of understanding of fair use is harmful to the LIS community because 
librarians often interact with patrons who have fair use questions. Thus, training in fair 
use is essential, and raising the level of confidence and comprehension of librarians for 
answering fair use questions is crucial. The question remains, however, whether a one-
shot training session is a suitable mechanism to provide training to academic librarians 
when the subject typically receives much longer treatment in the law school curriculum.
Fair use training does occur in libraries and has been documented in the LIS litera-
ture.29 What has not been well documented are the outcomes, in terms of both learning 
measurements and level of confidence, of a one-shot training session. For this study, the 
methodology includes both an objective measure (pretesting and posttesting) as well 
as a subjective measure of confidence levels. Simply measuring confidence levels alone 
can be misleading.30 Some in-
dividuals may overstate their 
confidence level regarding a 
skill while underperforming 
in a skill set, and the reverse 
is also possible.31 Therefore, 
the design for this measure-
ment includes both a confidence level measurement as well as a more objective testing 
of comprehension. 
. . . LIS programs do not 
prepare librarians for their 
encounters with copyright 
law in the workplace.
Fair use training furthers the information 
literacy goals acknowledged as essential to 
academic librarianship by ACRL.
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The current information literacy standard governing librarian teaching is the ACRL 
“Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education.”32 ACRL, through its 
frame “Information Has Value,” recognizes that librarians should be able to “articulate 
the purpose and distinguishing characteristics of copyright [and] fair use.”33 Fair use 
training furthers the information literacy goals acknowledged as essential to academic 
librarianship by ACRL.34
Research Hypothesis and Methodology
The study set out to test this research hypothesis: A single, three-hour expert-led training 
session is sufficient to increase librarians’ confidence and comprehension of fair use. This 
experiment used nonequivalent control group design, in which the participants were not 
randomly assigned to groups, and so the groups were “nonequivalent.”35 The researcher 
engaged in a mixed-methods study of user confidence and knowledge both before and 
after a training session. The session was led by a subject expert, Kyle Courtney of Har-
vard Library in Cambridge, Massachusetts, who used a portion of the Copyright First 
Responders curriculum.36 The subjects of the study were both reference librarians and 
graduate assistants serving in a reference capacity in the University Library system of 
the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Participating in the study was entirely 
voluntary, in accordance with the Institutional Review Board protocol. The researcher 
obtained a purposive sample, making a deliberate effort to include typical members 
of both new and more seasoned groups of librarians, including graduate assistants.37 
Pretest
The pretest consisted of general demographic questions as well as questions regarding 
whether the participants had previous copyright training. The pretest asked participants 
to disclose how much training (and the type of training) they had in advance of the 
instruction session. The pretest also asked the participant to express how much he or 
she agreed with the statement “I am confident providing advice to library users regard-
ing fair use” on a Likert scale.38 In addition, the pretest presented the participant with 
a hypothetical fair use scenario that might be encountered during a library reference 
meeting (see Appendix B). The pretest asked participants to analyze the fair use fac-
tors (listing the factors by name) and to determine whether the use in question would 
likely be considered a fair use. The researcher devised the hypothetical questions for the 
pretest and posttest, while the rubric was developed by a national group of experts on 
fair use. The pretest and posttest hypothetical questions were designed to permit test 
subjects to both utilize the four fair use factors as well as the transformative use test 
developed by the courts. 
The preface to the hypothetical scenario asked participants to answer a hypotheti-
cal fair use situation as they might respond to a library patron by assessing the fair use 
scenario and explaining the analysis they “would conduct with the user,” including “the 
legal considerations . . . [and] the factual ones as well.” Orally, the researcher explained 
that, of course, librarians are not permitted to provide library patrons with legal advice. 
In practice, the participants would likely refer the patron to a library guide, fair use 
checklists, and other information.39 To assess their level of comprehension, participants 
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were asked to conduct the fair use analysis and evaluate whether the hypothetical use 
would constitute a fair use. 
Training
A subject expert, Harvard copyright librarian Kyle Courtney, provided in-person train-
ing. Multiple three-hour training sessions, including pretesting and posttesting, were 
offered. Participants in the experimental group of the study attended one three-hour 
training session on fair use, while members of the control group did not.
Courtney employed a modified portion of his “Copyright First Responders” cur-
riculum40 to provide fair use training to the participants. The session began with a brief 
lecture on basic copyright information—such as the formation of copyright, the length 
of copyright, and the rights a copyright holder has. Courtney then described the right to 
fair use, using a comic strip to illustrate the very first fair use case (Folsom v. Marsh), an 
1841 case involving a two-volume abridgement of a biography of George Washington.41 
While the court found that the abridgment was not a fair use in that case, Folsom v. Marsh 
is widely accepted as giving birth to the fair use doctrine in American law by setting 
forth the four factors that are currently protected in the Copyright Act. Courtney spent 
some time explaining why fair use is a right, pointing to Section 108(f)(4) of the act, which 
specifically refers to fair use as a “right.”42 He explained the traditional four-factor test 
for fair use provided in Section 107 of the Copyright Act and had participants read and 
discuss a legal opinion analyzing the four factors so that they had an idea how judges 
view the factors. Finally, Courtney defined transformative fair use and explained how 
courts generally apply the transformative test through a modified version of the inquiry 
developed by Kevin Smith and Lisa Macklin: 
1. “Does the Copyrighted Material help me make my new point?” and
2. “Have I used no more than is necessary to make my point? (Is it ‘just right’?)”43
Posttest
Participants then took a posttest with a slightly different fair use hypothetical question 
to assess their comprehension of the “criticizes or comments” aspect of fair use. The 
participants were again asked to write out their analysis of the fair use factors and to de-
termine whether the use in question would likely be considered fair. Finally, participants 
were asked how confident they felt to answer a library reference question about fair use 
and to explain their answer to the patron (on a similar scale to that provided earlier).
Approximately two weeks after the training session, a follow-up questionnaire was 
sent to the training participants. In the follow-up survey, the participants were asked 
whether, in the intervening time between the training and the questionnaire, they had 
the opportunity to answer a fair use question of any kind. If so, they were asked to de-
scribe the interaction and how they felt about it—that is, whether they felt confident in 
answering the question and guiding the library patron to find information.
The control group was composed of librarians and graduate students who could 
not attend the expert training session. The control group took the pretest and posttest 
without the workshop in-between and did not participate in the follow-up second post-
test questionnaire. 
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All hypothetical qualitative testing results were randomly sorted with no participant 
identifying information. The author scored the results using an expert-developed rubric, 
which articulated the expectations for the assignment using a list of criteria and ranking 
how the participant met the expectations, ranging from poor to excellent.44 
Rubric Development
A rubric was chosen as the appropriate instrument to measure comprehension of fair use 
because rubrics measure “higher order thinking skills rather than simply measuring an 
acquisition of facts.”45 The rubric was developed using a panel of copyright experts who 
communicated through a shared document online. The group of experts was not anony-
mous, and an open discussion allowed the group to reflect on one another’s guidance 
to develop the rubric. The development was an iterative process, with various versions 
produced to incorporate feedback informed by the expert contributions. Typically, the 
language used is the most challenging part of designing a scoring rubric.46 Thus, work-
ing with a group of subject experts to form a consensus provides an evaluative validity 
to the phrasing used.47 This approach can be categorized as a panel process to build a 
consensus of expert opinions. 
The copyright librarian experts were identified by consulting a list of copyright 
specialists in academic libraries. The individuals who collaborated on the project con-
sisted of Brandon Butler, Kyle Courtney, Ana Enriquez, and the author. All four experts 
have law school teaching experience and are familiar with the writing and scoring of 
law school student responses and examinations. Additionally, the experts all currently 
focus on copyright legal issues in their professional library careers. 
The experts collaborated regarding the appropriate performance descriptors in each 
category of comprehension. They quickly agreed that the test question should be worded 
to allow for multiple interpretations rather than an obvious result because many fair use 
questions are not clear-cut and can be interpreted in various reasonable ways. The rubric 
allowed the author to rank pretest and posttest answers to the hypotheticals from 0 to 4, 
with 0 being a nonanswer such as “I don’t know,” 1 
reflecting a shallow grasp of fair use, and 4 indicat-
ing the most complete understanding of fair use.
Results
Thirty-nine librarians and library students (working 
as graduate assistants in the library) completed the 
pretest and posttest, as well as the fair use training.48 
Sixteen people participated in the control group, which completed only the pretest and 
posttest with no training. Of the 39 participants in the training and testing, 38 partici-
pated in the second posttest two weeks later. Where results meet a t-test for statistical 
significance (α = 0.05),49 those findings may be noted, but the population sample was 
not random.
. . . many fair use questions 
are not clear-cut and can 
be interpreted in various 
reasonable ways.
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Experimental Group Data
Participants were asked whether they had received “formal” training in copyright law 
before the workshop and how much and whether they had received such training in 
fair use specifically prior to the workshop. Table 1 shows their responses.
Interpreting these data is difficult because it seems unorthodox to receive copyright 
law training with no mention of fair use. However, such training could occur, such as 
instruction focused on the library exceptions to copyright provided in Section 108 of the 
Copyright Act. Similarly, training that covered only fair use would be understandable in 
the context of fair use week events. While a more open-ended question asked for a de-
scription of the training provided, the responses varied greatly in the level of detail. Thus, 
it was hard to make conclusions based on this portion of the data, other than to suggest 
that approximately half the participants had some prior knowledge of copyright law, fair 
use, or both. These data seem to align with a national survey of librarians indicating that 
about 55 percent of the respondents with an MLS degree reported that “at least one class 
they took while pursuing their degree addressed copyright/ [intellectual property] IP.”50
Participants were asked to list the name or type of course providing them with 
previous information about copyright law, with the option to select a box indicating 
whether fair use was a component of the training. One respondent specifically mentioned 
a required course from the iSchool at the University of Illinois called Libraries, Informa-
tion and Society (LIS 502), which included a brief copyright component. Others listed 
such courses as Introduction to Intellectual Property (one participant), Copyright for 
Information Professionals/Librarians (two participants), Copyright and Contracts (one 
participant), Music Copyright (two participants), a project for a general library informa-
tion course (one participant), and Copyright and Institutional Sound Recordings (one 
participant). Three participants listed library workshops, and one participant could not 
remember where he or she had received prior training. Almost all the prior copyright 
law training had a fair use component—only 2 of 23 did not. Seventeen participants 
indicated that they answer a question related to fair use in the library one to two times 
per week, while 22 individuals responded that they never answer such questions as 
part of their role in the library. 
Confidence Levels Pre- and Post-Training
The participants who took the fair use training were asked for their confidence levels 
both in the pretest and the posttest. In the pretest, participants were asked:
Question 1: “Currently, how much do you know about fair use copyright law?”
Question 2: “Currently, how well are you able to explain fair use copyright law to a 
colleague?” 
Question 3: “If a patron asked you a fair use copyright question, how confident are you 
that you could assist the patron?” 
Question 4: “How much help would you be able to give to a patron who has a difficult 
question about fair use copyright law?” 
The participants were again asked the same questions about their confidence levels 
in the posttest immediately after the three-hour fair use training session. Regarding the 
first question, how much they currently know about fair use copyright law, confidence 
levels rose. A similar gain in confidence was indicated by the answers to the second 
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Table 1.
Summary of prior training (N = total number of respondents)
Copyright law training Fair use  Fair use Copyright Both Neither 
 training only law only
N = 38 N = 39 N = 38 N = 38 N = 38 N = 39
14 (36.2%) 17 (43.6%) 5 (13.2%) 2 (5.3%) 12 (31.6%) 19 (50%)
question about how well they could explain fair use copyright law to a colleague. The 
responses to the question of confidence in assisting a patron with a fair use copyright 
question indicated a rise in confidence post-training as well. Finally, when asked whether 
they could assist a patron with a difficult fair use copyright question, confidence levels 
continued the upward trend. 
The gap in results is significant for each of the four levels of confidence measured 
on a t-test scale and is best viewed visually. Figure 1 indicates the mean level of pre- and 
post-training confidence levels from each measurement indicator. See Figure 1.
The gap in levels can also be seen in Table 2, which compares the Likert scale re-
sponses to the pretest and posttest confidence questions. See Table 2.
Comprehension Levels Pre- and Post-Training
The mean scores from the rubric for the pretest and posttest were statistically significant 
as well. The principal investigator scored each pretest and posttest hypothetical answer 
against the expert-developed rubric on a scale of zero to four. A sample of the scoring 
appears in Appendix F. The results of the mean scores of the pretest (before the training) 
were 1.31 out of 4.0. After training, the result increased to a mean score of 2.69 out of 4.0. 
The score difference between the pretest and posttest was slightly more pronounced 
for individuals who had never received formal copyright fair use training. Those in-
dividuals had an increase in their rubric score of 1.82, while those with some previous 
training had an increase in scores of just 0.83. Similarly, the increase in confidence levels 
of those who had no training was greater than those who had training before. Figure 2 
demonstrates these differences in comprehension visually.
Control Group Results
There were 16 participants in the control group. The control group confidence levels and 
comprehension levels (as measured by scores on the pretest and posttest hypothetical 
answers) did not indicate a significant change. Regarding the confidence levels pretest 
and posttest, with no training in the interim, the pretest mean for question 1 was 2.63, 
with the posttest mean at 2.53. For question 2, the pretest mean was 2.50, and the posttest 
was 2.44. For question 3, the pretest mean was 2.56, and the posttest mean was 2.44. For 
question 4, the pretest mean was 1.88, and the posttest mean was the same, 1.88. Going 
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Figure 1. Participants’ mean levels of self-assessed confidence increased 
across all categories.
Figure 2. Mean scores on the comprehension rubric increased for all participants.
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through the experience of answering the hypothetical questions seems to have made 
individuals more likely to slightly change their answers regarding confidence level, but 
not to a statistically significant margin. The mean pretest score for the comprehension 
level of the control group participants was 1.44, and the mean posttest score was 2.00, 
which is not statistically significant at t = –1.95.51
The results do not indicate that the confidence or comprehension of the control group 
participants increased between the pretest and the posttest with no training provided. 
Therefore, the following two conclusions can be inferred: (1) The confidence level mea-
surements for the experimental group likely reflect a correlation to the training provided 
because the control group did not have a confidence level change; and (2) The pretest 
and posttest hypotheticals approximate the same level of challenge for participants be-
cause those with no training scored roughly the same on both the pretest and posttest.
Second Posttest Results
Only one participant from the earlier testing did not complete the second posttest two 
weeks after the initial training. The second posttest asked a shorter series of questions, 
mainly about the participants’ confidence levels at that time, their feedback about the 
training, and whether they had the opportunity to use the training in practice.
Specifically, participants were asked, “Since the training in fair use copyright law 
. . . have you had an opportunity to answer a patron’s question about fair use copyright, 
or have you not had such an opportunity?” Only three participants indicated that they 
had such an opportunity, while 35 reported that they had not. However, those three did 
indicate, when answering the next question about how helpful the training was to aid 
them in answering, that it was “very helpful.” More participants, 12, had an opportunity 
to use the training in some other way in their work, while 26 did not. 
Some of the most valuable information obtained from this portion of the testing were 
the open-ended qualitative responses to the question “Please describe how you were 
able to use the information from the fair use training in your work in any way (i.e., if 
you were able to answer a patron question, please indicate what the question was and 
how you were able to help the patron.” Thirteen participants provided written responses 
to this question, elaborating how the training helped them in their work as librarians.
While six participants had more general responses, such as that they could “tell 
people” about fair use, “spread information,” or use the information in “discussions 
about open access and fake news” or “Creative Commons,” many had more specific 
uses to recount. For instance, three participants had directly applied the knowledge 
they gained about fair use to develop a scholarly presentation or library exhibit. Two 
participants noted that they used information from the training to help guide content in 
a “publishing workshop.” Two participants recalled specific instances at the information 
desk when they could assist a library patron because of the fair use training. 
Discussion
The sampling in this study was a purposive grouping; therefore, the results from the 
study are not generalizable. Despite that limitation, the findings are encouraging for 
copyright educators and librarians alike. Often, librarians harbor feelings that copyright 
and fair use are too difficult for them to engage with and, therefore, may avoid discuss-
ing the topic with patrons at all.52 Indeed, many librarians have not been sufficiently 
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trained in an information science program about copyright and fair use and could use 
additional instruction.53 
This study indicates that librarians feel more confident about their ability to address 
fair use questions after just a three-hour training session, and they are more competent 
at answering fair use questions as well. Unsurprisingly, the findings also indicate a 
higher jump in knowledge from 
the training when librarians had 
not previously engaged in such 
training. Thus, the data sup-
port both research hypotheses. 
Additionally, in the two weeks 
after the training, some study 
participants had the opportu-
nity to apply the knowledge that 
they learned during the session.
While this study is limited to one type of fair use training, that offered by Courtney 
through the Copyright First Responders program, and to a limited number of study partici-
pants, the results are promising. They indicate that information science programs should 
offer more training in copyright and fair use to students to increase their confidence and 
comprehension. The results also suggest that it is worthwhile for libraries to invest time 
and money in fair use training for employees. Most importantly, the results indicate that, 
despite the complicated nature of fair use, librarians can improve their understanding 
and confidence, even in a short time, with adequate training and institutional support.
A few limitations of the study and areas for further inquiry should be noted. First, 
participants were asked whether they had previously engaged in any kind of “formal” 
copyright training and, then, whether they had engaged in any kind of “formal” fair use 
copyright training. Interestingly, fewer participants stated that they had been provided 
with copyright training than fair use training, which seems contradictory because copy-
right training is the broader term and fair use is the more specific term. Perhaps participants 
thought that copyright training meant a thorough training regarding all aspects of copy-
right law. It is hard to tell, given that there was no qualitative portion of that response. 
The question could have been phrased better as well because the term formal could use 
a definition. However, in their written responses to the question indicating when and 
where they had received formal fair use training in the past, participants listed classroom 
courses, webinars, and the like, which seem reasonable as compared to “informal” train-
ing such as watching a television show or discussing the topic with a colleague. The most 
notable (and perhaps interesting) conclusion to be drawn from the demographic data 
regarding prior training is that half of the experimental group participants had never 
received any sort of “formal” copyright or fair use training. This mirrors other research-
ers, who have noted that additional courses in iSchools as well as continuing education 
for librarians on the topic of copyright and fair use are sorely needed.54
Finally, an area for further exploration is whether a similar jump in confidence and 
knowledge would occur after a training based on Section 108 of the Copyright Act—those 
provisions governing preservation, digitization, and interlibrary loan of materials. Section 
108 is an area of copyright law that librarians, especially in archives, preservation, and 
digitization, employ almost daily. It may be instructive to develop and deploy a similar 
set of questions and a rubric for a Section 108 library training session. 
. . . librarians feel more confident about 
their ability to address fair use questions 
after just a three-hour training session, 
and they are more competent at answering 
fair use questions as well.
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Conclusion
The results of this study support the research hypotheses and provide some evidence to 
illustrate that one-shot fair use training sessions are effective in aiding librarians work-
ing in academic libraries. Such training fills a gap left in the LIS curricula and could be 
fulfilled by sessions throughout the year, including a session like the one reviewed in 
this study. Courtney’s Copyright First Responders program is one option for libraries 
wishing to provide such training. This study indicates, however, that a ready-made 
curriculum divided into different sessions about copyright and libraries could be a 
welcome tool for libraries wishing to train their librarians about copyright issues. The 
author plans to create such a guide (in the form of a library guide) and will publish it 
soon as an ongoing project through the University of Illinois Library. This study might 
inspire other institutions to provide additional training to library faculty and staff to 
encourage them to engage with fair use in their daily work. 
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Appendix A
Demographic and Confidence Level Survey Questions
Q1  Before you attended this session, did you ever receive any formal instruction in 
copyright law, or did you not?
° Received formal instruction in copyright law (1) 
° Never received formal instruction in copyright law (2) 
Q2  Fair use is a limitation on copyright law that allows someone to use a work that is 
currently protected by copyright without author permission. 
Before you attended this session, did you ever receive any formal instruction in fair use 
copyright law, or did you not?
° Received formal instruction in fair use (1) 
° Never received formal instruction in fair use (2) 
Q3  You indicated that you have received formal instruction in copyright law before 
attending this session.
Below, please describe each formal instruction session in copyright law in terms of: 
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Q4  Currently, how much would you say you know about fair use copyright law?
° A great deal (1) 
° A lot (2) 
° A moderate amount (3) 
° A little (4) 
° Nothing at all (5)
Q5  As part of your work at the library, in a typical week how many times do you answer 
questions related to fair use copyright law?
° Five times or more (4) 
° Three to four times (3) 
° One to two times (2) 
° Never (1)
Q6  If a patron asked you a question about fair use copyright law at this time, how 
confident are you that you could assist the patron?
° Extremely confident (1) 
° Very confident (2) 
° Somewhat confident (3) 
° Slightly confident (4) 
° Not confident at all (5) 
Q7  How much help would you be able to give a patron who has a difficult question 
about fair use copyright law?
° A great deal (1) 
° A lot (2) 
° A moderate amount (3) 
° A little (4) 
° None at all (5) 
Q8  Currently, how well are you able to explain fair use copy right law to a colleague?
° Extremely well (1) 
° Very well (2) 
° Moderately well (3) 
° Slightly well (4) 
° Not well at all (5) 
Q9  What is your year of birth?
Q10  What is your sex?
° Male (1) 
° Female (2)
Q11  What is the highest level of school you have completed or the highest degree you 
have received? 
° Less than high school degree (1) 
° High school graduate (high school diploma or equivalent including GED) (2) 
° Some college but no degree (3) 
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° Associate degree in college (2-year) (4) 
° Bachelor’s degree in college (4-year) (5) 
° Master’s degree (6) 
° Doctoral degree (7) 
° Professional degree (JD, MD) (8) 
Q12   Which of the following best describes your current job or position title at the 
University of Illinois Library?
° Graduate assistant (1) 
° Academic professional (2) 
° Administration (3) 
° Assistant professor (4) 
° Associate professor (5) 
° Full professor (6) 
° Other—Please specify (7) ________________________________________________
Q13  How many years have you worked for the University Library?
° Number of years (1) ________________________________________________
Appendix B
Pretest Fair Use Hypothetical
Please answer the question below by writing your response in full sentences to the best 
of your ability. Please do not look at any materials when answering this question.
A library user approaches you at the library information desk. The library user is 
holding a book published in the United States in 1992 containing numerous images 
(approximately 100 images on approximately half of the pages of the book) from a 
famous artist (all under U.S. copyright protection). The user asks whether it would be 
permissible for her to make a scan of about one-third of the images to use in an academic 
blog post about art history. In the post, the art historian plans to shrink the size of the 
images, analyze the images one by one, and provide commentary about the meaning of 
the images related to the 1990s period in American art. The user discloses that she does 
receive some money from the blog in the form of marketing revenue from advertising. 
What kind of analysis would you conduct with the user? Please be specific and include 
in your analysis not only the legal considerations, but the factual ones as well.
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Appendix C
Posttest Fair Use Hypothetical
Please answer the question below by writing your response in full sentences to the best 
of your ability. Please do not look at any materials when answering this question.
A library user approaches you at the library information desk. The library user has 
a stack of books published by J. K. Rowling in the Harry Potter series (all under U.S. 
copyright protection). The user tells you that she has designed a technology that “reads” 
scans of book chapters and creates a text map demonstrating the story arc in a picture. 
The ultimate output of the story arc is a beautiful shape of dots on paper, with the color 
of the dots representing different actions that occur in the book (for instance, a red dot 
means someone has died, a blue dot means a loving relationship has been formed, etc.). 
The user plans to scan the entire series of Harry Potter and put each book through the 
technology to create text maps of the plot and then put each plot map into a book to sell 
through a publishing company. The user asks, is this considered fair use? What kind 
of analysis would you conduct with the user? Please be specific and include in your 
analysis not only the legal considerations, but the factual ones as well.
Appendix D
Second Posttest Survey
Q1  Since the training in fair use copyright law that you received in April from Kyle 
Courtney, have you had an opportunity to answer a patron’s question about fair 
use copyright, or have you not had such an opportunity?
° Have had (1) 
° Have not had (0)
Q2  Please describe how you were able to use the information from the fair use training 
in your work in any way (i.e., if you were able to answer a patron question, please 
indicate what the question was and how you were able to help the patron).
Q3  How helpful was the training to you when answering the fair use copyright question?
° Not helpful at all (1) 
° Somewhat helpful (2) 
° Moderately helpful (3) 
° Very helpful (4) 
° Extremely helpful (5) 
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Q4  Would you recommend the Kyle Courtney fair use copyright training to others?
° Would recommend (1) 
° Might recommend (2) 
° Would not recommend (3)
Q5  Please indicate why you would recommend the Kyle Courtney fair use copyright 
training to others.
Q6  Since the training in fair use copyright law that you received in April from Kyle 
Courtney, have you had an opportunity to use the information in any other way in 
your work, or have you not had such an opportunity?
° Have had (1) 
° Have not had (0) 
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Appendix F
Sample of Answers Ranging from 0 to 4 (typographical errors remaining)
0: “I don’t know.”
1: “I believe the analysis would need to start with the portion/extent of the work 
that would be duplicated. I don’t think that the fact that the user is paid by the blog 
makes a difference, though I could be wrong. I think it would help that she is analyzig 
[sic] the pictures rather than duplicating the same purpose for which they were origi-
nally published.”
2: “I would first let her know that there are copyright/fair use librarians for consult-
ing such issues. [redacted] I would tell her that her text analysis project should be consider 
as fair use. I would caution her about how she is going to do after the project—because 
sharing all books in its entirety would be copyright violation.”
3: “I would tell her that the amount (1/3) is nowhere in copyright law, so we must 
analyze the legality in other ways. This is for education purposes, which is a greater 
indication of fair use. However, the fact that she receives money means it is not non-
proit. [sic] Another consideration is that she is altering the images, and therefore they 
are not exact copies. Finally, I would tell the professor that technically, something cannot 
be known to be fair use unless she gets sued and a judge rules it.”
4: “The images are decidedly under copyright, so that initial piece of analysis is 
established. Without reviewing Title 17, there does not seem to be an immediately obvi-
ous exception apart from Fair Use. The use of the work is clearly within the definition 
of transformative, as it is being used for scholarship and analysis. Without reading the 
text of the book, it at least sounds as if the original text is about the artist, and not about 
the primary subject of the place of the artist within 1990s American art—and a writing 
in 2017 would obviously have a different means of framing those issues. The use of the 
book and images is clearly a means of establishing factual artifacts, rather than appro-
priation for a similar creative use as the originals. Amount and substantiality remains 
an elusive thing to codify or measure, and 30 out of 100 images is rather a lot. However, 
it is not a complete reproduction of the images in the book. 
The advertising revenue does not in and of itself negate the other consideratins [sic], 
though it does seem to offer a weakish argument that the re-use is for profit. Even still, 
though, this does not seem like a consideration that should carry too much weight since 
fair use is not prohibited by profitability factors.
As a librarian, I ould [sic] recommend that the usage may well fall within the pa-
rameters of fair use. However, the artist or the current copyright holder for the artists’ 
images may still contact the blog author about the images use, so she should either have 
a plan for addressing that, or seek more substantial legal advice before proceeding as to 
a best response if a challenge arises.”
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